
Sensor guidance and exam guidance for the oral examination in FYS4535 

At the oral exam, the candidate, lecturers and a sensor are present. The candidate enters the room, 
the lecturers and sensor greet the candidate and get started. The candidate can choose whether to 
write on paper or on board. The candidate is not allowed to bring textbook, notes or relevant 
electronic equipment. An example of the Table of Nuclides will be available in the examination room.  

It is important that the candidate is active and continues unsolicited beyond the actual question that 
was given, to show that she/he is able to go deeper into the topic in question. The subject manager 
will stop the student to have time to cover other learning outcomes if needed. The lecturers will also 
ask questions to help the student probe deeper into the matter, if needed. 

Grading criteria  

A characteristic of grades A, B, C, D and E are given.  

Grade A is characterized by: The presentation shows that the candidate both masters the concepts, 
applications and the technical apparatus and that he/she has a very good overview of the thematic 
relationships. In addition, the candidate is able to apply the course material to discuss questions not 
directly addressed during the course. Within the framework of the curriculum, the candidate appears 
to be able to discuss on equal footing with the examiner and sensor. The presentation and 
argumentation are clear, precise and well organized with the correct use of professional terminology. 
Some minor inaccuracies may be allowed.  

Grade B is characterized by: The presentation shows that the candidate both masters the concepts 
and applications and that he/she has a good overview of the thematic relationships. The 
presentation and argumentation are mostly clear, precise and well organized with the correct use of 
professional terminology. Some inaccuracies may be allowed.  

Grade C is characterized by: The candidate can explain the main features of most key concepts, uses, 
and arguments, but the presentation shows signs of lack of overview and/or independence. Some 
answers are easy to understand, but may have some formal shortcomings.  

Grade D is characterized by: The candidate can explain the some features of most key concepts, 
uses, and arguments, but the presentation shows lack of overview and/or independence. Some 
answers are easy to understand, but have some formal shortcomings.  

Grade E is characterized by: The candidate’s answers show that the candidate has knowledge of 
basic concepts, applications and techniques from several parts of the course, but has difficulty 
describing arguments and contexts beyond the most basic. The production is largely understandable, 
but reveals clear mistakes and misunderstandings. 


